In November 2015 a delegation from Duncairn Community Partnership
DCP PEACEWALLS
and Alexandra Park Steering Group were invited to a meeting of
PROGRAMME
Councillors and Officers who make up Belfast City Council's North
Belfast Area Working Group. The intent behind the meeting was to Promoting dialogue and
positive actions to
provide details of a proposal to develop a cross community outdoor
re-image,
improve or
classroom in Alexandra Park. To help with the presentation, the
remove
interface
barriers,
partnership commissioned a draft concept drawing of what an outdoor
fences, gates or walls in
classroom could look like, (see below). The working group agreed to
partnership with residents,
undertake community consultation as a means of measuring community community groups, youth
support for such a proposal. Belfast City Council have now appointed
groups and a range of
consultants (Blue Print Development) who will carry out consultation in other relevant voluntary
the coming weeks/months, to this end, keep your eyes open for further
and statutory agencies
details of the consultation process.
note - (this is an example of what could be done!)

(please note - this is an example of what could be done on the site)

Strengthening Relationships
Transforming Communities
Building Trust & Confidence
Giving Residents a Stronger Voice

Duncairn Community Partnership is committed to the creation of
safer, stable and prosperous working class interface communities. In doing so
we recognise the need to build confidence within our communities and to support
the development of local cross community empowerment initiatives and projects in a
peaceful, non threatening environment. It is widely acknowledged that peace walls
and other structures serve to reinforce the barriers in people’s minds.
To bring about physical change requires residents to change perceptions, dispel myths
and build trust with their neighbours. This is critical to creating the circumstances to
achieve the ultimate goal of a society without barriers. Over the last six months we
have been busy delivering a number of activities and events including;
Christmas events with over 1200 adults and
children attending our cross community
Santa’s grotto event, choir service and senior
citizens event.
In February 2016 we hosted a workshop for a
cross community group of volunteers. This
helped to strengthen and
develop
relationships whilst enabling participants to
explore common issues that affect both sides
of our community pertaining to peace walls.
In March 2016 the partnership delivered a
cross community St Patricks Day event in
Midland Boxing Club and a cross community
Easter event in the
Recy Community
Centre in the New Lodge. Over 100 senior
citizens attended and exchanged thoughts and
ideas associated with Peacewalls.
In June 2016 the partnership organised a
cross community fun day for young people.
This event successfully helped to reduce
community tensions between young people
before the Tour of the North parade.
Thanks to all our volunteers for their help in
organising and delivering all these events and
special thanks to the many children, adults and
older people from our communities who
attended and participated!

A Few of Our Achievements!

Delaware Shared Housing Complex

Alexandra Park Peace Gate

CitySide Shared Retail Park

Removal Of Newington Street Barrier

Empowering communities through education, consultation and dialogue, and
where appropriate, with the agreement of those residents living directly in the
shadows of interfaces, making small steps towards positive change.

Improving Community Relations
Creating Opportunities for Jobs and Investment
Reducing Anti-Social Behaviour
Dialogue on Future of Physical Interface Barriers

Events For All
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The DCP Peace Walls programme delivers a coordinated and
collaborative approach to dealing with the multitude of issues
associated with the removal of Peace Walls. The programme is unique
in that it co-ordinates proactive collaboration between communities,
statutory agencies and funders.
Membership of Duncairn Community Partnership, is built on three core
principles to which all partner groups must clearly reflect in their
constitution and subscribe to. These are;
•
Working with all groups who are actively committed to the
wider peace process and normalisation of our communities.
•
Working with local community groups with strong roots in
community development who promote and fully support the ethos
and delivery of positive community relations in the Duncairn
area.
•
Working with community groups committed to inclusive peacebuilding through engagement at a local level whilst supporting
and promoting the PSNI and all other legitimate sources of law
and order.
The Duncairn Peace Walls
programme is advancing
Our Community Partners
previous cross-community work
in North Belfast, some of which
Groundwork NI
was also supported by
IFI
Newington Housing Association
funding.
North Belfast Community
The Partnership continues to
Development & Transition Group
build relationships and trust with
North Belfast Ministers Fraternal
a view to eventually reducing or
restructuring a number of
North Belfast Interface Network
physical barriers in this area.
Malgrove
This includes direct engagement
with residents who reside
Newington Residents Group
directly in the shadows of
Star Neighbourhood Centre
interfaces.
Mountcollyer Youth Club
DCP empowers residents on
Holy Family Youth Club
both sides of the interfaces to
take joint-ownership of the
transformation process. This is
supported by a range of crosscommunity and single identity
workshops, seminars, events,
activities and site visits based on
the themes of division,
segregation and the impact this
has on our communities.
Would you like to find out more about Duncairn Community Partnership?
Would you be interested in volunteering some of your free time with us?
Have you noticed a difference in Anti-Social behaviour at the Interfaces?
Are you aware of “Events for All”? .... would you be interested in helping to
organise and deliver cross community events and activities etc? If so then....
PLEASE RING OR EMAIL US WITH YOUR VIEWS OR QUESTIONS!

Our
Statutory Partners

HOW TO CONTACT US!
Web: www.duncairn.com
Phone: 028 90352165
Email: info@duncairn.com

